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BY THE LOOK - DEFINITION OF STYLE
HAIR & BODY SPORT
It cleanses body and hair while respecting the physiology of the skin and hair. Immediate
feeling of freshness spread throughout the body, which relieves tension. Leaves skin soft
and toned and the hair shiny and silky.
REVITALISING HAIR PACK
Mask after shampoo, made from a plant complex multivitamin, gives softness and shine to
the hair. Extracts of Peppermint, Eucalyptus and Horse Chestnut, favoring a tonic and
stimulant for the hair and refreshing to the skin. The cool sensation is immediate.
PLATINUM SHAMPOO
PLATINUM SHAMPOO creamy conditioning action to give shine to the hair gray, white or
blonde. Eliminates unsightly yellow stains and restores the lively hues of steel and
platinum. The action of Wheat Proteins and
Limnanthes Alba helps to repair and protect the hair fiber, leaving hair full of body, elastic
and shiny.
MATT WAX
Wax affection for Matt to create any look, defined or disheveled. Thanks to Shea Butter,
Jojoba Oil and Avocado moisturizes, protects, nourishes and conditions. Ideal to give your
hair control, consistency and elastic hold.
MODELLING WAX HAIR
Ideal for shaping, polishing, smoothing and defining the most trendy style. Check your hair
curly or too big. Comes off with shampoo.
CONDITIONING CREAM WET LOOK
Conditioning cream to wet sheen that resists long. It contains lanolin which protects, gives
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elasticity and softness to the hair. Ideal for creating looks processed.
SCULPT HAIR GEL
Superbrillante to extra strong hold gel, to model and to secure long-term, even the most
creative looks. It contains no alcohol, is not fat. Maintains the right level of hydration. With
sunscreen.
OIL NON OIL FLUID HAIR
Fluid polishing and softening effect wet. Great for dry hair. It is not greasy and protects
against dehydration caused by sunlight.
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